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Homecoming Brings Crowning, Presentations
by Ranelle Pruckell

Homecoming `79 brought excitement to all corners of the Ursinus campus this Friday and Saturday, Nov. 2, 3 and 4.

The celebration began on Friday with two fraternal organizations, Beta Sigma Lambda and Delta Pi Sigma, holding their dinner dances and continued into Saturday, with its gorgeous weather and numerous activities. Homecoming Day began with a 4-1 win by the soccer team against an alumni soccer squad. The field hockey team also defeated its opponents - Princeton, 4-1. The cross country team recorded a dual victory with scores of 20-41 against Swarthmore and 16-47 against Kutztown. In first place was sophomore Dave Garner, who set a third course record of 27.18 minutes (see sports). Unfortunately, the football team lost 42-13, but during halftime a lot of exciting things happened.

Mary Beth Kramer, representing Beta Sigma Lambda and escorted by Ron Platt, was crowned Homecoming Queen of 1978. All of the candidates had strong fraternity support. Also at halftime, the House Decorating prizes were distributed. Continued on page 5

Bomberger Tower Razed

Bomberger Hall has taken on a slightly different appearance. The orange bell tower, which is a Collegeville landmark, was removed this week for safety precautions. A check by the maintenance department over the summer revealed a deterioration in the structure of the tower. The weather has caused a general loosening of the wood and a loosening of nails. There was a good possibility that tiles could work loose or the entire structure could come crashing down. Lloyd Kershner of Norristown was called in to remove the tower. At the present time the college does not have the finances to replace it.
COMMENT...

Campus Sunshine To Set?

by Stephen M. Lange

The modern age has not only given us the benefits of technology, it has also plagued us with a wave of international terrorism. As Henry Kissinger, former Secretary of State, put it, "The seventies community cannot ignore these afflictions to civilization; it must not allow them to spread their poison; it has a duty to act vigorously to combat them."

But, can the actors within the international community determine a common course of action to combat these affronts to civilization?

For the past twelve years the delegations to the United Nations have been unable to agree on a common definition of international terrorism. One man's "terrorist" is another man's "freedom fighter." It is for this reason that countries have been frustrated in various efforts to achieve common goals and agreement on effective international proscription of terrorist acts, and appropriate sanctions.

In the past twelve years a total of seven international conventions have been adopted that dealt with the aspect of the terrorism problem.

International Conventions

The six conventions preceding Bonn (July 1978) -- The Tokyo, the Hague, the Montreal, the OAS, the European Convention and the UN Convention Against the Taking of Hostages -- all reflect international concern and the need for action.

The purpose of my rebuttal to the October 20 article on Bruce Springsteen is to set the record straight on Bruce and refute some of the claims made by its author. First of all, since his talent was brought up (and so unfairly summery by Mr. Young), not even true "Boss Fans" will claim that Bruce has a voice that will get him a date at the Met but, like Seeger and Dylan, an operatic voice certainly would not do justice to the type of music they play. No one will knock Springsteen's ability as a rock guitarist, nor his stage presence, which has been hailed by writers across the country as the best displays of true showmanship in the rock world today. Anyone who has ever seen The Boss at work knows how well he communicates and plays along with his audiences.

On the subject of media hype -- a record company or record store in their right minds are going to seize on a potential market like Springsteen and play him up as much as they can, watching the bucks roll in in the process. Bruce has indicated his disfavor with all of it, and this was one reason why he cancelled Mike Barlow.

Barlow's article of the October 20 issue, he questions whether Bruce Springsteen deserveredit the credit that has been received. Barlow suggests that Springsteen is a creation of the media, and that his success is due to "organizational" hucksters who have sold his music and image.

I am writing in response to Barlow's article "Springsteen and Springsteen Fans... Born To Sum?". Although Springsteen is not a "Poet Laureate", he is definitely not a very successful singer and songwriter. It is possible for his letters to the editor to be published from North Jersey to South Jersey and to parts of eastern Pennsylvania! Of course not, Springsteen is still a very different type of rock star. He is not of the current generation, but is of his own ad boards. tile Grizzly.

International Terrorism: What Can Be Done
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Portrait of the Professor: Randy Davidson

by Mark B. Woodland

Who sings in the Lutheran Church Choir, is vice-president of local PTA-like organization, is involved with local soccer league and bakes bread? Randy Davidson is his name and raquetteball is his game.

Originally from Medfield, Massachusetts, a small town outside of Boston, Mr. Davidson has covered quite a bit of territory before winding up in good ol' Collegeville. Davidson was always interested in sports and attended a co-op program at Northeastern University where he graduated in 1966 with a B.S. in Physical Education. During these five years at Northeastern he spent a year and a half working with the mentally retarded. One year as a Program Director for a local YMCA, (where he first became interested in swimming) a year as a teaching intern in a small town in upstate New York and finally in his fifth year, he experienced student teaching.

After graduation he received a federal fellowship to continue his education at Springfield College in California's masters program. He received his masters and CHES in Health and Physical Education.

At WVIT Swim Coach During this time, Mr. Davidson became good friends with a Mr. Red Sylvia, who is known for his national and international contribution to aquatics and also as a very competitive coach. Mr. Sylvia gave Davidson a lead about a job with West Virginia Institute of Technology as a swim coach and physical education teacher. While at WVIT, he had the title of Natorium Director and represented WVIT on the student teaching.

He received his masters and fulfilled this title by building a kickline preparing for Springfest, much frustration, and for this he lived, made him look elsewhere. The team placed third in the Mid-Atlantic Conference and had one swimmer place first in the MAAC.

Davidson humbly admits that he doesn't feel records are that important, just so you are on the winning side!

Pillsbury Dough Boy Feeling certain that this is where he wants to be, he has built a home in Limerick where he lives with his wife, two children, two sheep dogs, two goats and a hamster. He enjoys gardening, music, sports and camping.

Baking bread is one of his great interests; this shows the knitting relieves much frustration, and for this reason is sometimes nicknamed the Pillsbury Dough Boy. Raquetball is what he is really into now and he enthusiastically enjoys his sport.

Randy Davidson is very concerned with the students and enjoyed coaching for the reason that as a coach he could be both a counselor and a friend. Now as the Department Head and in an administrative position he still tries to maintain this relationship with his students.

Life On These American Campuses

Mom, it isn't that bad—it's one of the points below the class average. What?!?!

Well college is hard, and I didn't want to be a cardiovascular specialist anyway.

What will everyone at school say?

Oh, that's OK. I won't go any more.

You're not getting off that easily. What seems to be the problem?

It's the adjustment. What adjustment, being on your own making your own decisions?

No, my roommate smokes pot a lot.

So what does that have to do with you?

I get high from the fumes.

Where are the deans when you need them?

There's only three deans for 500 me.

You could go to the library.

But then, I might miss a good TV show.

You mean to tell me that we're paying $6,000.00 for you to watch TV.

Don't look at it that way, I appreciate your cooking much more.

It took a college education to tell you I'm a good cook? You can be as smart as I thought you were.

But mom, look at the source. Hey, don't get wise. Are you trying to tell me not to study?

Don't ask for my advice any more, by the way, did you know it was my birthday today?

Of course I did, that's why I called.

Why didn't you wish me happy birthday? You never gave me a chance. I still love you anyway, now you

Sincerely, Jay Kolls

Schrader's ARCO Station

460 Main St. Collegeville, PA

Official Inspection Station

Springsteen Fans:...

Continued from page 2

Artificial image that has fostered my anti-Bruce sentiment. Brian, are you suffering from an inferiority complex? You must analyze the man's talent not his media coverage.

Springsteen's talent is undeniable. I live in Maryland where Springsteen is still a semi-unknown and I first listened to his music rather objectively. My first impression was favorable and I

'Springsteen is a good man to have around.'

think one can see he is a folk-singer usually restricted to singing about what he knows best - the area around Asbury Park. He was one of the first vocalists I heard in the mid-1970's whose lyrics did not comprise of inspiring lines as "let's dance, love, boogie-boogie."

Brian also mentions Springsteen's appearance on the cover of Time magazine. Several weeks after the issue came out, a man wrote Time and said that although Springsteen is "hot" now, no one will remember him a year from now. Well obviously the man was wrong. We do remember Springsteen and we will continue to. We remember him because of his talent and showmanship and not because of his "mass media coverage."

I must agree with Barlow when he says Springsteen is not the "saviour of rock n' roll," but no one said he was except Barlow's brother (who is Barlow's brother anyhow?). No artist can be a saviour with only four albums to sample his talents from. But in this age of top-forty, disco and other forms of regressive rock, Springsteen is a good man to have around.

Springsteen on record has carried the same dihard signs for over five years. He's an artist that never will be known nationally and doesn't want to be, for that matter. The rumor that the Bottom Line Concert was in his favor is a cheap shot by those who pretend to know nothing about the music and "powers." Bruce has never had trouble selling out, and has sold out many arenas in record time. His recent success seems like an incredible success, and the fans were the same ones that have been with him from the start. He's not a fat, his success hasn't been fabricated — He's made it without the help of mass marketing and still electrifies audiences in 1978 as he did in 1974.

I would suggest that any skeptics go see him in action, and capture the real Bruce Springsteen. Reviewers have had nothing but praise for his incredible performances. Boss fans or not, he's left them breathless, some-thing none of his albums can do justice to Springsteen on record. There's only one Bruce Springsteen, and he's got to put out albums of all the Davidson humbly admits that he doesn't feel records are that important, just so you are on the winning side!

'...Pillsbury Dough Boy Feeling certain that this is where he wants to be, he has built a home in Limerick where he lives with his wife, two children, two sheep dogs, two goats and a hamster. He enjoys gardening, music, sports and camping. Baking bread is one of his great interests; he says the knitting relieves much frustration, and for this reason is sometimes nicknamed the Pillsbury Dough Boy. Raquetball is what he is really into now and he enthusiastically enjoys his sport.

Randy Davidson is very concerned with the students and enjoyed coaching for the reason that as a coach he could be both a counselor and a friend. Now as the Department Head and in an administrative position he still tries to maintain this relationship with his students.

Brian, you just happen to be one of the wiser people in this country that lives in the area of Springsteen's hometown and you interpret New Jersey's support of the "homegrown" as a sign of increased mass media coverage. Springsteen sells over a million records a week and did it without the help of mass marketing.

And after all the "hype" has worn down, Springsteen has carried the same dihard signs for over five years. He's an artist that never will be known nationally and doesn't want to be, for that matter. The rumor that the Bottom Line Concert was in his favor is a cheap shot by those who pretend to know nothing about the music and "powers." Bruce has never had trouble selling out, and has sold out many arenas in record time. His recent success seems like an incredible success, and the fans were the same ones that have been with him from the start. He's not a fat, his success hasn't been fabricated — He's made it without the help of mass marketing and still electrifies audiences in 1978 as he did in 1974.

I would suggest that any skeptics go see him in action, and capture the real Bruce Springsteen. Reviewers have had nothing but praise for his incredible performances. Boss fans or not, he's left them breathless, something none of his albums can do justice to Springsteen on record. There's only one Bruce Springsteen, and he's got to put out albums of all the

There are 'studio groups' and 'concert groups.' Bruce is the latter.
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I would suggest that any skeptics go see him in action, and capture the real Bruce Springsteen. Reviewers have had nothing but praise for his incredible performances. Boss fans or not, he's left them breathless, something none of his albums can do justice to Springsteen on record. There's only one Bruce Springsteen, and he's got to put out albums of all the

Springsteen Fans:...

Continued from page 2

Appeal as manager in favor of Jon Landau from Rolling Stone magazine. He really can't control how record stones will blitz the public with his new releases. And to satisfy the demands his followers, he's got to put out albums evidenced by the outcry after two years without a Springsteen album. After Born to Run's release, Darkness at the Edge of Town was his answer, but as all Boss fans agree, Springsteen on record does not measure up to Springsteen on stage. They are really two different entities, many of the songs changed for the better during Nix Cakes Delivered to Students Upon Request — $5.15

Collegeville Bakery

For Those Tasty Treats Birthdays, Barbecues, Etc.

To Students Upon Request — $5.15

Collegeville, P.
Springsteen & Dylan: Poet Laureates or Veritable Zeros?

by Brian Barlow

(At a party last weekend, I received abuse from people for hardly mentioning Bob Dylan in my last article. I invite those students to re-read the third paragraph of that story. Today, I present "part two.")

In last month's Stereo Review, critic Noel Coppage shared his emotions for Bob Dylan's current effort (a term I use loosely), "Street-Legal. That review showed that Mr. Coppage, like millions of other Americans, has been brainwashed by the "Dylan mystique." Like Springsteen, Dylan's success stems from media hype -- not from art. Coppage concluded that there must be a poet, a prophet and a genius leading the country was undergoing social changes in the 1960's and Mr. Green believes that "Time" decided that there must be a poet, a prophet and a genius leading the way. "The editors of "Time" decided that the poet, prophet and genius was Bob Dylan. This must have come as a shock to Dylan, who couldn't even sing," wrote Greene.

Knowing he could not survive in the music business on talent alone, Dylan took advantage of this new image. People like Joan Baez and Peter, Paul and Mary recorded Bob's compositions, and the country began to believe "Time. Because he was not comfortable as a center of attention, Dylan became a recluse similar to Howard Hughes. More people began believing in the mystique. Vin Scelsa believes that "Street-Legal" sets social norms for people. The first time I put the album on my turntable, I awoke to the sound of the stylus stuck in the final groove. Maybe sleeping is a social norm.

In his review of "Street-Legal," Coppage attacks those that question Dylan's abilities. Although conceding that Bob isn't a good musician or singer, Noel labels his music "art." This must mean that paint spilled on a drop cloth is art. "Dylan's vocals though argue that it's better to right than technically wonderful," claims Coppage. If this is the case, why did it take remakes by Joan Baez to get him started? A DJ at WMRE saw Dylan's latest incarnation at his recent Spectrum concert as that of a "sexy rock and roller." He said that there have been many Dylan's through the years. Bob can't excel at any style thus far so he keeps trying to find one at which he can.

What has carried Dylan through the years is his ability to impress people with folk songs that Bob Greene labeled "nursery rhymes." I've often asked intense Dylanites what a particular song means and they give me a five-minute dissertation on how different songs have different meanings. If his words are so poetically profound, why can't someone tap some of these esoteric concepts?

"Bob can't excel at any style thus far so he keeps trying to find one at which he can."

The 1975 Rolling Thunder Revue with Joan Baez, Ramblin' Jack Elliot and Mick Ronson really influenced a lot of people. When he released the Rubin Carter saga, some of the students at my high school put "Free the Hurricane" patches on the back of their army jackets. Maybe that was yet another form of "art."
Escher Takes On New Dimension
by Jonathan Cowie

People reported sighting lizards, devils, angels and fish on the Wismer Auditorium movie screen on October 24. Luckily, these were slides of the basic motifs used by M. C. Escher in his revolutionary form of art called "tesselations." The forum leader, Dr. Schattschneider, kindly brought various slides and objects concerning Escher and his work. She told those at the forum how his work has evolved since his death in 1972.

Dr. Schattschneider showed how Escher's work has literally taken on another dimension. Previously, some of Escher's works were combinations of interlocking figures that were arranged in lattices to fill a flat plane. These figures vary from fish to birds, and from devils to angels, with most of the figures being lizards. Through the work of Dr. Schattschneider and a number of associates, many of Escher's two dimensional lithographs have been turned into solid, three dimensional polyhedrons.

The number of sides that the polyhedron would have depends upon the geometric lattice originally used in the picture. Shapes ranged from basic tetrahedrons to complex twenty-or-more sided forms. The original patterns were also developed into a different area. Now, not only were polyhedrons developed, but intricate doughnut shaped forms were designed that would be able to turn in a rotating fashion creating dynamic and endless images.

continued from page 1

Homecoming Crowning, Presentations

Clamer Hall wins Decorating Contest

Photo by Dave Donia

Sue Kelly receives McIntyre Award

(Fotos by Gary Aaronson)

Jack Harvey gets Bruin Award

Continued from page 6

hijackers. This course of action, if it works, would go well beyond the various UN conventions which condemn but carry no penalties.

From this nucleus of seven, other democracies around the world could join this union and truly have an impact on terrorist crimes.

Only through a union of the democratic peoples, who can come to agreements and take actions together, will the world be rid of the heinous acts of terrorism which plague us today.

by Karen Shelden

The "calm" well-studied U.C.
student before an exam...

Pressure! Is that pressure??

THE SILVER SHOPPE
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Collegeville, Pa.

215-489-7440

Handcrafted Jewelry
Original Designs in Silver

ask for student discount!

Uwe Bauer  Margaret Bauer

Sue Kelly receives McIntyre Award

Clamer Hall wins Decorating Contest

Saturday night highlighted the weekend as four fraternities (Alpha Phi Epsilon, Delta Mu Sigma, Sigma Rho Lambda, Zeta Chi) held their dinner dances.

continued from page 1

The faculty voted to invite William Smith, Associate Conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra, to deliver the commencement address and receive an honorary doctorate at the May graduation of the Ursinus College class of 1979, at its October 4 meeting.

Smith received his bachelor's and master's degrees from the University of Pennsylvania and an honorary doctorate from the Philadelphia College of the Performing Arts. He has been associated with the Philadelphia Orchestra since 1952 and has maintained continuing relationships with the Curtis Institute Orchestra and the Trenton Orchestra among others.
Bomberger Tower Slowly Dismantled

Bomberger Chapel in various stages of dismantlement

(Photos by Gary Aaronson)

Hockey Draw

Continued from page 1

match-up and hockey was at its

Beth Beglin finally broke through the Ursinus defense after 6 minutes into the second half to score for West Chester.

Could Ursinus retaliate, or would this be the push the opposition needed to initiate additional scoring?

Ursinus countered with well-coordinated attacks. The team appeared awakened to the hard fact that a move had to occur immediately.

Dot Croxon, playing her second game as varsity for Ursinus, rocketed a perfect shot past West Chester's Rebecca Foulds for a goal. The drive concluding only three minutes after West Chester's.

Even Match

Neither team gained advantage of play for the remainder of the contest. Ursinus pulling itself together on sheer desire, and a better skilled West Chester attempting to offset and find fault in its oppositions' formation.

The final seconds ticked away and found a tie game - West

Options To Terrorism

Continued from page 2

to the conventions. Secondly, the conventions lack teeth. All make the extradition of prosecution of terrorists subject to discretionary escape clauses, and none provide for punitive sanctions against states that simply refuse to comply at all.

Other obstacles which have blocked more effective international action are formidable. They include controversy over "justifiable" vs. "illegal" political violence, and widespread resistance to such infringement of national sovereignty as would be implied in any inflexible curtailment of the right to grant political asylum. Equally important, however, they have also included an understandable reluctance on the part of many nations otherwise ill-disposed toward terrorist activity to commit themselves to any course of action that might either invite direct terrorist retribution or provoke the application of sanctions by states that happen to be sympathetic to the terrorists' cause.

The development and implementation of more effective measures to deter international terrorism has and will continue to be impeded by differing moral perspectives, a resistance to infringement of a nation's sovereignty, and the reluctance of states to commit themselves to any action that may invite retribution.

Bonn - A Beginning

The unexpected agreement of anti-terrorism reached at the recent Bonn Summit Meeting is a beginning. The seven participating democracies - Britain, Canada, France, West Germany, Italy, Japan and the United States - agreed to cut off commercial airline service to or from any country which harbors airplane hijackers.

Continued on page 5

Middle States Self-Studies

The Recruitment and Retention Committee, having already made its recommendations, has accomplished its task.

On-Going Process

When will all of these recommendations be completed and made available? This self-study at Ursinus College is an on-going process that will occur at least through the end of this school year. However, as already mentioned, the Curriculum Task Force is very near making its recommendations. The progress of each of these active task force committees will be presented throughout the year, thereby making the student body aware of the events of self-study.

President Richter has expressed interest in scheduling an open meeting with the freshman class so that the subject of self-study can be discussed. This meeting, probably to be held sometime in November, will be an opportunity for freshmen and other interested students to learn more about this important function in Ursinus life.

White Shield Drug Store

Collegeville, Pa.

Phone 489-9511

PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL

Established 1701

Routes 422 & 29 in Collegeville, Pa.
Plea From The Press

by Jim Wilson

The Grizzly is going through many changes as you have hopefully realized. However, every week we are pressured as to whether we can write enough copy to fill our paper. No one on the staff is here for the sole purpose of turning out articles eight days a week. We have plenty of classes to contend with in addition to investigating stories. So some of our articles are done on the spur of the moment. For this reason, a lot of us have to go out at the last moment and search for something to fill our pages (like this article). There are enough occurrences happening around here to write about that we are not made aware of. That is where you can help. If something happens that you want to tell us about, like a medical breakthrough in your lab, someone neglecting their duties, new changes on the campus, a great game or one person's first experience, write about it, and we will probably print it as long as it fits our standards.

Compacts and Subcompacts

GM: Looking Good For '79
(first in four part series)

by Mark Angelo

With the need to conserve gas and the price of gas itself, small cars are definitely in demand. And with Congress pressuring Detroit with gas mileage and emission standards, it looks very pathetic and foggy for the survival of the big American car. GM has introduced another wave of small cars for '79.

Chevrolet starts off with the leading U.S. compact, the Chevette. This year Chevette has many more standard options with 10% more horsepower in one available engine, 1.6 litre. The major change is the price which is less than last year.

Monza gets its changes mechanically. It uses a Pontiac aluminum manifold and a new 2-bbl carburetor. Two V-6 options are available with 4- or 5-speed manual transmissions or an automatic. There is also a 305 V-8 option.

Pontiac's economy machine is the Sunbird. The car is a replica of last year with minor changes to the grille. It is offered in a coupe, sport coupe, sport hatchback, or wagon series. Engine available is the 3.8 in line 6-cylinder, the 231 V-6, or the 305 V-8.

Oldsmobile continues with its Starfire. It comes in two models, Starfire and Starfire SX. Engine sizes for this year are the 2.5 litre 4-cylinder, a V-6 and a 305 V-8. It gets only minor trim changes. A Starfire "Firenza" package is the performance option including better shocks and increased handling.

Buick enters the competition with the Skyhawk. Two coupe models are offered: Skyhawk and Skyhawk S. The S model has a blackout paint option for the grille and taillights. It also includes front and rear spoilers and special suspension. Suprisingly, it offers no 4-cylinder motor; the V-6 with 4- or 5-speed manual or 3-speed automatic transmission is the only powerplant.

Next week: Intermediates, Camaro, Firebirds and Corvettes.

Continued from page 8

Swarthmore Chases Bears

Swarthmore scored on their first two possessions in the third quarter to make the score 42-7. Clay Ebling finally broke the trend when he forced a fumble late in the third quarter. Walt Peppelman recovered the fumble for Ursinus to set up our final score of the day. Starting from the Garnet 43, Bright and Walck moved the ball downfield to the Swarthmore four, where Bright plunged in for number two. The pass attempt for the two-point conversion was incomplete, and the score remained 42-13 to the end of the game.

Individual Performances

Freshman linebacker Mike Milligan led the defensive efforts for the day with 9 unassisted and 3 assisted tackles. Senior defensive end Jeff Groom was close behind with a combined total of ten tackles. Sophomore linebacker Walt Peppelman added a total of six tackles and a fumble recovery to his stats, doing his usual fine job on defense. Clay Ebling contributed a total of nine tackles, while Nick Sabia chalked up six tackles and an interception for the day.

Soccer Splits: 2-2

by Ray Dougherty

Coming off five straight victories, the soccer team suffered a rather disappointing week. Although they won two games, the Bears lost two heartbreakers to Haverford and Muhlenburg. Both games saw a superior Ursinus team outplay their opponents but fail to put the ball in the net.

On October 20, the Bears gained back some ground by defeating Swarthmore 1-0. Brain Barlow scored the lone goal on an assist from Dave Kennedy.

On October 21, the Bears defeated the Alumni in the annual tilt by a 5-1 margin. The Bears had two goals early in the game and coasted to victory.

The Bears of "Yesteryear"

The Bears of "Yesteryear" were led by such names as former co-captain Tom Ruth, Jeff Miller, Bill Weiss, and Ted Harvey. Despite the lopsided score, everyone involved seemed to have a pleasant afternoon.

With three games remaining the Bears have a 7-8 record. Of the final three games, two of them are home. This Saturday the Bears play Widener at 2:00 and on November 4 they host Moravian.
Sports Profile: Don Paolicelli
by Wesley Emmons

Don Paolicelli, 5'8" 190 lbs., is one of nine seniors on the Ursinus football team. He’s been a starting guard for four years and is now only three weeks from the close of his final season as an four-year athlete.

Although Paolicelli has played hard and well, he also seems to have enjoyed his four year stay at Ursinus. He’s a political science major, with definite plans for business. His outlook, he explained, appears optimistic, with several interviews arranged for the near future.

I asked him how does he think his education has influenced his job opportunities. He said, “I really don’t think it’s prepared me for a specific job. But, as far as background information, I think it’s helped you. You know, it’s a liberal arts college – it’s not like I’m going into the medical profession or something.”

People The Best Part
Paolicelli explained that the people have been the best part of Ursinus. The thing he liked the least, he said, has been “until this year, the strictness, the rules, the old-fashionedness – I don’t think that all I never liked it and when the change was made it was definitely a change for the better. The alcohol policy, the dorm rules, the disciplinary rules – those things.”

Paolicelli keeps active. Not only is he co-captain of the football team (with Clay Ebling), but he also runs the intramural hockey teams and referees hockey and umpires softball games. He is also the president of Zeta Chi. When asked aboutZX, he said that most of the bad press was due to the frat’s reputation. “It carries through the years,” he explained.

In response to a question about their novel dorm cleanings, he added: “Well, we all help clean, but sometimes we’ll help the school, but we’re getting something out of it, too. We’re getting monetary gain out of it. It’s good for us, it’s good for the school. Simple as that. The bad reputation doesn’t bother me at all. It never has – it’s part of being a Zetan. For as long as I can remember, even since Fircroft, when we lived up there. We never used to bother anybody because we were all off campus. When they put us back on campus, they had to expect some sort of clash, because we’re different. We go about things differently.”

When asked about the football team and the number of injured players, he seemed unfazed. “I just think it’s something that’s happened. I don’t think it’s due to any particular thing. It’s not due to a lack of physical training – that’s it not because physical training is what we stress. It’s just . . . well, you can see it happen to all kinds of teams – in the pros, whatever. It’s like a cycle. It happens to all teams.”

Broad Sports Background
Paolicelli’s been active in sports for a long time. At Raritan High School in Hazlet, N.J. he lettered for three years in football and started all four years. He also lettered twice in wrestling and three times in baseball. He’s played both ways as a guard in high school and he was the captain in his senior year. He plays no other intercollegiate sports, but this one must serve as a warm-up for his sports-related activities. Paolicelli’s outlook for next year’s team is bright. He mentions that there’s only nine seniors leaving this year, and that’s a void that will readily be filled by the large and young team.

J.V.’s Romp To Win
by Ken Rider

Freshman Roger Del Giorno has been having a unique experience in his initial college cross country season here at Ursinus. Every Thursday his twin brother, Matt, has trained faithfully regularly since August 23 when the Bears returned for camp, del Giorno ran his first meet. By Oct. 18, he was running two months later! A series of injuries, which included a muscle pull, a dog bite and a recurring colon problem have kept Del Giorno sidelined for much of the ’78 season.

On Saturday, October 22, the Ursinus cross country squad received a special treat. Not only did the Bears get to compete on their home course (for only the second home meet this season), but they also finished the track in front of a capacity Homecoming crowd. The barriers responded to the incentives, much to the delight of the partisan fans, by running Swarthmore and Kutztown State into the ground, 21-40 and 16-43, respectively. When the cheering finally subsided, Ursinus had two victories to its credit and owned an impressive 1-0 record. The crowd support proved to be a major factor in turning two potentially close meets into routs.

Front-running sophomores Dave Garner and Ron Shaiko provided the one-two punch once again for Ursinus. Garner’s winning time of 27:18 snapped the old five-mile course record by nine seconds and was his third course record in a row. Timed in 27:28, Shaiko missed equalling the former course standard by a mere second. The two sophs agreed, after the race, that the meet was a good tune-up for MAC’s and an opportunity to run well in front of the home crowd.

Swarthmore Superior in Homecoming Game
by John O’Neill

Last Saturday the football team dropped this year’s Homecoming game to an overwhelming Swarthmore squad, 42-13. Their ground game overpowered the Ursinus defense consistently with three of their backs running for over fifty yards each. On the positive side however, the offense did manage to produce 141 total yards. Craig Walch, at tailback, rushed for 73 yards to lead the team in rushing again this week. Freshman Jeff Bright rendered 42 hard-fought yards on the ground, caught two passes for twenty yards and scored two touchdowns in his varsity debut at the fullback position. Freshman quarterback Mark Ferreri completed three of nine passes for thirty yards, which included a ten-yard reception by senior tight end, Jeff Carlow. Ferreri replaced quarterback Dave Dougherty, who left

Hockey Returns Home

Variety in score results does not sit well with Ursinus field hockey coach Adelle Boyd. This past week her team went through a grueling schedule of five games in seven days. New England colleges and universities were the first challengers of the team on tour.

Ursinus opened against Southern Connecticut and won by a 2-0 score. The next day Yale took out Ursinus 2-1. The following day, University of Pennsylvania defeated Ursinus 1-0. In an attempt to salvage another victory, the Ursinus women were only capable of rendering a 1-1 score against Springfield 1-1.

After arriving home at 1:30 Tuesday morning, the team members caught a few winks, went to class and departed for University of Pennsylvania at 5 o’clock. The team traveled almost the entire game, until Gina Bugg (Nereditown) tied the score for Ursinus at 1:30 remaining. A tired squad just squeaked out a victory in the last two seconds of the game on a goal by Laura Haig.

Laurie Holmes paced Ursinus to a 4-1 victory over a visiting Princeton team on Homecoming day with two goals. Ursinus was leading at halftime on Holmes’ goals with assists from Trish Dell’Femine and Laura Haig. Dot Crosson smacked in the last goal for Ursinus.

Sports Shorts

Cross Country
Sat., Oct. 21 - a 16-43 win over Kutztown State College
Sat., Oct. 21 - a 21-34 win over Swarthmore College
Season record: 10-1

Soccer
Wed., Oct. 18 - a 1-0 loss to Haverford College
Fri., Oct. 20 - a 1-0 win over Swarthmore College
Sat., Oct. 21 - a 5-1 win over the Alumni

Tues., Oct. 24 - a 1-0 loss to Muhlenberg College
Season record: 7-8

Football
Sat., Oct. 21 - a 42-13 loss to Swarthmore College
Season record: 0-6